


2014 is the year social media comes of age. It is when leading networking platforms that started 
out in the mid-2000s will embrace bolder experimentation and move towards visual interactivity, 
commercialisation and, eventually, consolidation. Content marketing (and especially video marketing) will 
lead storytelling. Consequently, this is also the year that brands will need to move on from being merely 
present on social media, and instead get smart about their presence on it. 

In other words, 2014 will be super social for brand communications and PR, and those not joining the 
party will be left behind.  To help you get your game right, we’ve laid out an action plan underpinned by 
quotes from industry experts and insight from both sides of the coin - what journalists look for on social 
media based on our Social Journalism Study, and what top UK PR professionals currently use it for, 
based on research by Cision and CorpComms.  
 

         Let’s get this party started

What the SJS study revealed: Social media is now an everyday professional tool with 96% of UK 
journalists using it on a daily basis. While usage patterns vary, the majority of journalists use at least two 
types of social media platforms for professional tasks. Among the social networks, Twitter is the most 
popular with 92% of journalists using it for work in a typical week, up from 70% just two years ago. 

What the CorpComms research found: Sure, journalists are active on social media (especially Twitter), 
but they are less keen on corporate news feeds and press office accounts. Case in point: British 
television network ITV’s press centre has over 84,000 followers on Twitter, making it the most popular 
press feed among the FTSE 100 companies present on the microblogging site. Yet only 14 (or one 
in 6,000) of its followers are journalists. The story is no different for the other 16 FTSE companies 
on Twitter: many takers for their press updates, but few journalists, their target audience. Why so? 
Communications teams admitted that their Twitter accounts are still “work in progress” with one PR 
professional saying: ‘We are still rather new to this.’  

What you need to do: If your brand’s Twitter account is a likely hub of consumer conversations, but you 
need to talk straight to journalists, a press office Twitter account may be required. Once you have a 
social media profile aimed exclusively at journalists, you can tailor your content accordingly. Corporate 
information such as services, discounts and product updates should be bracketed with news, leads 
and snippets of information with a sense of fun above all. A feed brimming with useful content will keep 
journalists interested and coming back for more.

Take a tip from… Alex Brummer, city editor, Daily Mail:  ‘We are interested in stories and it is rare for 
corporate Twitter feeds to yield important fresh information.’ 

         I’m Coming Out

What the SJS study revealed: Alongside promoting their own content, sourcing information is one of the 
two most important reasons for social media use by journalists. 89% of journalists say that they use the 
medium as a resource. 
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What the CorpComms research found: The news journalists are trying to source on social media is not 
always the information that organisations might wish to share. Journalists may be looking for customer 
complaints that may highlight an issue, errant posts from disgruntled employees, first-hand experiences, 
or even what competitors are writing about. Many journalists also find social media useful to find ‘on 
the ground’ information in times of crisis, particularly when budgets prevent them from travelling to the 
scene. 

What you need to do: Some of the information journalists are seeking may be content that you haven’t 
chosen to place in the public domain. In an age of digital transparency, a ‘no comment’ response 
probably won’t work for journalists who will seek out a mention on social media. You’re better off 
spinning a positive slant on the issue in question with an honest and encouraging message about 
actionable steps taken, when possible. 

Take a tip from… Andrew Clark, deputy business editor, The Times: ‘Lively discussions of industry issues 
and up-to-date news about a company’ are what he looks for in corporate news feeds. He adds a list 
of things to avoid in your press office account which includes: ‘shamelessly blowing your own trumpet, 
bombarding followers with useless marketing nonsense and constantly re-tweeting complimentary 
tweets from customers.’ 

          

 
         
        

 
       Push the button... let me know

What the SJS study revealed: Social media is now the third most important tool for PR practitioners 
communicating with journalists, after email and the good ol’ telephone. However, journalists expressed a 
preference to use social media more in their communication with PR practitioners. When asked how they 
would prefer to be contacted almost a third of respondents (30%) chose social media as one of the two 
main methods, but only one in five said that social media is one of the most common ways in which PR 
professionals contact them currently.

What the CorpComms research found: Many members of FTSE 100 PR teams have personal social 
media accounts, which they use to network with key journalists or to engage away from their corporate 
feeds. The communications teams that participated in the research claim they often get a sense of the 
stance journalists may take in their articles from these posts. However, PRs find it tricky to have an in-
depth discussion with journalists on social media, and most conversations will get taken offline, in order 
to provide the necessary depth or background. 

“We are interested in stories and it is 
rare for corporate Twitter feeds to yield 
important fresh information”
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 Alex Brummer, city editor at the Daily Mail



What you need to do: That’s right – journalists ‘prefer’ being contacted on social media, and that’s what 
you should be doing.  Twitter is a personal yet non-intrusive way to approach journalists. While it is true 
that you can’t possibly explain your message in 140 characters or less, it is a good way to draw attention 
to your story. Draft your message as a journalist would a headline – make it catchy, relevant and, when 
possible, exclusive; all journalists love scoops. 

Take a tip from… Poorna Bell, lifestyle editor for The Huffington Post: ‘Don’t tweet to ask if I’ve got your 
email. If you pitch your idea to me on social media and I like it, I will go back and read the email. More 
often than not, the people that have approached me on social media have been the right fit. I would say 
the success rate of being contacted on Twitter is about 70%, and that’s good.’  

        

        I Will Survive

What the SJS study revealed: PR practitioners remain important sources of information for UK journalists 
but with social media increasingly becoming a hub for breaking news, PRs are not always the first 
point of contact for the press. Journalists surveyed were split when asked if they are less reliant on PR 
professionals because of social media; 39% disagreed, 36% agreed while 26% were not sure. The study 
found that one in three journalists use Twitter to verify stories or facts, compared with one in five just a 
year ago. However, 73% believe that accuracy is the biggest problem with social media. 

What the CorpComms research found: With the volume of data readily available on social media today, 
networking websites have become popular ways to share news. For journalists too, this platform helps 
verifying facts and gathering information. 

What you need to do: Social media as a resource is not a threat, but it is most definitely limbering up to 
be competition for PRs. The reach of the medium will mean that sometimes there is little PRs can do to 
hold on to news. Having said this, working closely with your clients and senior executives to determine a 
clear communication strategy and channel of engagement can minimise the risk of social media stealing 
your scoop. 

Take a tip from… Oliver Thring, News Review assistant editor for The Sunday Times: ‘Although social 
media is occasionally a very useful way of getting a quick answer to a question, PRs remain hugely useful 
as a first point of contact. In the food world, large numbers of PR clients are particularly effective on 
social media. PRs are a vital way to get in touch with a client and to set things up’.
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“Don’t tweet to ask if I’ve got your email. If you 
pitch your idea to me on social media and I 
like it, I will go back and read the email. ”

Poorna Bell, lifestyle editor at The Huffington Post UK



        

        Jive Talkin’

What the SJS study revealed: Age is an important variable influencing the extent and ways in which 
journalists use social media. Younger professionals use more social media tools and they use them more 
often. The study found that while all 18-27 year olds use social media daily for work, journalists over 45s 
do not use social sites as frequently. 

What the CorpComms research found: Speaking the language the audience understands is key on social 
media, so ditching jargon is crucial. Of the 17 FTSE 100 press feeds on Twitter, the companies that were 
branded ‘winners’ in the CorpComms research were those that used a personal approach to their feeds 
in tune with their target audience. The Twitter feeds of Sainsburys, HSBC UK, ITV and Barclays stood out 
because of the serious yet amusing, resourceful and integrated approach to content used. 

What you need to do: Think of your social media approach as your best pick-up line, your favourite party 
trick, your most impressive dance move – the one chance to woo and win your audience. Old fashioned 
pitch techniques and corporate phrases aren’t going to cut it; you need to make your PR social and light-
hearted if you’re going to stand out from the crowd. 

Take a tip from… Andrew Hill, management editor, Financial Times: When I look at such (corporate) 
feeds, I’m after genuine, non-robotic responsiveness, perhaps a sense of humour, where merited, and 
evidence that there is a real person or people behind the tweets.’

About the research 

The 2013 Social Journalism Survey from Cision and Canterbury Christ Church University was published in 
October. The study looks closely at how UK journalists use social media in their work, and the patterns in 
their usage of social channels for communicating with PR professionals.

In 2013 CorpComms in conjunction with Cision conducted an analysis of the FTSE 100 press office 
Twitter feeds.  

For more information on the studies, please email marketing.uk@cision.com

“I’m after genuine, non-robotic responses, 
perhaps a sense of humour, where merited, 
and evidence that there is a real person be-
hind the tweets”
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 Andrew Hill, management editor at the Financial Times 


